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Look at the picture below.

Sometimes it can be hard to decide between one thing and another.
Write about a time when you had to make a choice.
Be sure to —
• write about a personal experience
• organize your writing
• develop your ideas in detail
• choose your words carefully
• use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and sentences
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Score Point 1
The narrative represents a very limited writing performance.
Organization/Progression


The form or structure of the narrative is inappropriate to the purpose or the
specific demands of the prompt. The writer uses organizational strategies or
literary devices that are only marginally suited to the narrative task, or they
are inappropriate or not evident at all. Because the narrative is presented in
a random or illogical way, the writer is not able to convey a sense of the
experience.



Many of the details do not contribute to the narrative. The writer’s lack of
focus on a specific personal experience weakens the unity and coherence of
the narrative.



The writer’s narrative presentation is weak. Repetition or wordiness
sometimes causes serious disruptions in the story line. At other times the
lack of transitions and sentence-to-sentence connections makes one or more
parts of the narrative unclear or difficult to follow.

Development of Ideas


The development of the narrative is weak because the details are
inappropriate, vague, or insufficient. They do not contribute to the writer’s
portrayal of the experience.



The narrative is insubstantial because the writer’s response to the prompt is
vague or confused. In some cases, the narrative as a whole is only weakly
linked to the prompt. In other cases, the writer fails to establish a realistic
situation or present motivations for behavior or actions.

Use of Language/Conventions


The writer’s word choice may be vague or limited. It reflects little or no
awareness of the narrative purpose. The word choice impedes the writer’s
ability to relate the experience clearly.



Sentences are simplistic, awkward, or uncontrolled, weakening the
effectiveness of the narrative.



The writer has little or no command of sentence boundaries and ageappropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage
conventions. Serious and persistent errors create disruptions in the fluency of
the writing and sometimes interfere with meaning.
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Personal Narrative — 1

Score Point 1
The focus of this response is the day the writer acquired a pet cat. The writer maintains
an appropriate narrative form and develops the response with a step-by-step account
of the day’s activities. However, the details about getting ready for school, the school
day, and arriving home from school are extraneous and do not contribute to an
understanding of the choice the writer makes. The lack of meaningful development
weakens the unity and coherence of the narrative, resulting in a very limited writing
performance.
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Personal Narrative — 2

Score Point 1
In this very limited personal narrative, the writer focuses on the difficulty of making
a decision about whether to go to the beach or go skating. The events of the narrative
are ordered sequentially, but repetition about the writer’s ambivalence as he talks with
his mother and friends about which choice to make slows the progression of the story
and limits its effectiveness. In addition, there is an absence of punctuation throughout
the response. The lack of sentence boundaries reveals the writer’s inability to construct
basic sentences, further weakening the response.
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Personal Narrative — 3

Score Point 1
The writer develops the response with general references to his own experiences
playing baseball but does not focus on a specific personal experience. Although the
opening sentence briefly establishes a narrative setting as the backdrop for choosing to
participate in baseball, the rest of the development is focused on the various positions
the writer has played, the differences between baseball and football, and the ways in
which players can get hurt in baseball. Because the composition is in the expository
rather than the narrative form, the response is inappropriate to the specific demands of
the prompt. The result is a very limited writing performance.
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Personal Narrative — 4

Score Point 1
In this very limited writing performance, the writer recounts a time she had to choose a
pet. While the writer maintains an appropriate narrative form, repetition and wordiness
about picking only one pet weakens the narrative presentation. The writer provides
very few details about the visit to the pet shop, thereby limiting her ability to adequately
portray the experience. In addition, word choice is vague, and sentences are simplistic.
Overall, the weak development demonstrates the writer’s lack of understanding of the
narrative writing task.
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Score Point 2
The narrative represents a basic writing performance.
Organization/Progression


The form or structure of the narrative is evident but may not always be
appropriate to the purpose or responsive to the specific demands of the
prompt. The writer uses organizational strategies or literary devices that are
only somewhat suited to the narrative task. The writer is able to convey
some sense of the experience.



Some details do not contribute to the narrative. The writer may focus on a
specific personal experience but may not sustain that focus, limiting the unity
and coherence of the narrative.



The writer’s narrative presentation is inconsistent. Sometimes repetition or
wordiness causes minor disruptions in the story line. At other times
transitions and sentence-to-sentence connections are too perfunctory or
weak to support the logical movement of the narrative.

Development of Ideas


The development of the narrative is minimal and remains at a surface level
because there are few details, they are not always appropriate, or they are
too general. For the most part, the details contribute only marginally to the
writer’s portrayal of the experience.



The narrative reflects little or no thoughtfulness. In some cases, the writer’s
response to the prompt is formulaic and demonstrates only a limited
understanding of the writing task. In other cases, the writer establishes some
elements of a realistic situation but may provide few motivations for behavior
or actions. The narrative conveys little sense of why the experience was
important to the writer.

Use of Language/Conventions


The writer’s word choice may be general or imprecise. It reflects a basic
awareness of the narrative purpose. The word choice limits the writer’s ability
to relate the experience clearly.



Sentences are awkward or only somewhat controlled, limiting the
effectiveness of the narrative.



The writer demonstrates a partial command of sentence boundaries and ageappropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage
conventions. Some distracting errors may be evident, at times creating minor
disruptions in the fluency or meaning of the writing.
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Personal Narrative — 5

Score Point 2
The focus of this response is the time the writer opts to go swimming instead of to a
football tournament. While the writer maintains an appropriate narrative form overall,
the formulaic first paragraph, which summarizes what the student will write about,
does not contribute to the development of the experience. The writer provides surfacelevel details about the difficulty of making a choice; however, repetition weakens
the narrative presentation. Although the writer reflects briefly on the decision to go
swimming, the story line conveys little sense of the experience or its importance to him.
Overall, the response reflects a basic writing performance.
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Personal Narrative — 6

Score Point 2
After a brief explanatory introduction, the writer presents a narrative about the time he had to decide
whether to join a new soccer team. The writer presents a scenario where his successful playing led to an
opportunity to play on a new team. However, the writer repeats the word “then” to move the story line
forward, creating some jerkiness from sentence to sentence and weakening the narrative presentation.
The writer attempts to develop the response with brief details about the afternoon he made the decision,
but the development remains at a surface level. The writer’s word choice is sometimes imprecise, and
sentences are only somewhat controlled, limiting the effectiveness of the narrative. Overall, the writer is
able to convey some sense of the experience, resulting in a basic writing performance.
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Personal Narrative — 7

Score Point 2
In this basic writing performance, the writer recalls the time he went to visit his cousins in Dallas and
had to make a series of choices. The writer develops the story line by relating several decisions he made
about which activities to pursue during the trip. There are adequate transitions between decisions,
and the fact that all the choices were made on the same day helps unify the response. However, the
lack of focus on one particular decision limits the opportunity for meaningful development. Because
the writer attempts to address multiple choices, the details remain at a surface level and reflect little
thoughtfulness. Since the details are so brief, the writer is able to convey only some sense of the
experience.
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Personal Narrative — 8

Score Point 2
In this basic writing performance about making a shopping decision, the writer maintains an
appropriate narrative form and focuses on the deliberation involved in making the decision. The
writer establishes a realistic situation in the introductory paragraph by asking her mother several
questions. However, these same questions are repeated later in the story line, creating some repetition
in the narrative presentation. The writer uses description and dialogue to briefly develop the narrative,
although her word choice—specifically her use of adjectives—is general (clear, bright, sunny day;
beautiful, awesome, and colorful shirts) and does little to further the reader’s understanding of the
experience. The dialogue with her mother helps advance the story; overall, however, the writer is able
to convey only some sense of the experience.
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Score Point 3
The narrative represents a satisfactory writing performance.
Organization/Progression


The form or structure of the narrative is, for the most part, appropriate to
the purpose and responsive to the specific demands of the prompt. The
writer uses organizational strategies or literary devices that are adequately
suited to the narrative task. The writer is able to clearly convey the
experience.



Most details contribute to the effectiveness of the narrative. The writer
focuses on a specific personal experience and generally sustains that focus.
The narrative is coherent, though it may not always be unified due to minor
lapses in focus.



The writer’s narrative presentation is adequately controlled. For the most
part, transitions are meaningful, and sentence-to-sentence connections are
sufficient to support the logical movement of the narrative.

Development of Ideas


Specific details add some substance to the narrative. For the most part,
these details contribute to the writer’s portrayal of the experience.



The narrative reflects some thoughtfulness. The writer demonstrates a good
understanding of the writing task by establishing a realistic situation and
providing reasonable motivations for behavior or actions. The narrative
conveys some sense of why the experience was important to the writer.

Use of Language/Conventions


The writer’s word choice is, for the most part, specific and concrete. It
reflects an awareness of the narrative purpose. Generally effective word
choice allows the writer to relate the experience clearly.



Sentences are varied and adequately controlled, for the most part
contributing to the effectiveness of the narrative.



The writer demonstrates an adequate command of sentence boundaries and
age-appropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage
conventions. Although some errors may be evident, they create few (if any)
disruptions in the fluency of the writing, and they do not affect the clarity of
the narrative.
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Personal Narrative — 9

Score Point 3
In this satisfactory writing performance, the writer chooses to take a short cut to school with her
friend and develops the response with a description of their brief adventure. The use of dialogue
in the opening paragraph effectively establishes a realistic narrative situation. For the most part,
sentence-to-sentence connections guide the reader through the experience, logically moving the
story along. Specific details related to the sights and obstacles the girls encounter as they make
their way to school—a grassy green hill, a flower bed of bluebonnets, the darkness before the rain—
add some substance to the narrative. Sentences are varied and adequately controlled, and the writer
demonstrates an adequate command of age-appropriate spelling.
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Personal Narrative — 10

Score Point 3
The writer focuses on the time his father took him to Academy to choose one special
present. For the most part, sentence-to-sentence connections support the logical
flow of the narrative, as the writer describes waking up, looking at the electronics
merchandise, moving to the four wheelers, making his choice, and eventually riding his
newly purchased motorcycle. Specific details and concrete word choice contribute to
the writer’s portrayal of the experience. Sentences are varied and adequately controlled.
This narrative represents a satisfactory writing performance.
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Personal Narrative — 11

Score Point 3
The focus of this satisfactory writing performance is the time the writer decides to try surfing while in
Hawaii. Strong sentence-to-sentence connections support the logical movement of the narrative, as
the writer relates different facets of his surfing experience: overcoming anxiety, taking lessons, going
out into the water, and successfully riding the wave. The specific detail about being afraid of wiping
out not only adds some thoughtfulness to the development but also establishes a link between his
successful ride and its importance to him. However, the moment when the writer actually attempts
to surf is too briefly presented to fully convey the experience. The writer’s control of language and
effective use of dialogue reflect a good understanding of the narrative task.
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Personal Narrative — 12

Score Point 3
In this concise, engaging response, the writer recalls the day she selected her pet bunny, Caramel,
at the pet store. The opening sentence effectively establishes the setting and the choice being made,
reflecting a clear plan for the story. The writer adequately uses dialogue to advance the narrative, and
specific details about encountering Caramel for the first time add some thoughtfulness, conveying a
sense of why the experience was important to the writer. The writer’s use of language and command
of conventions reflect an awareness of the narrative purpose and allow the writer to relate the
experience clearly. However, in the last three sentences, the writer basically repeats several points she’s
already made about Caramel, causing the conclusion of the response to be somewhat weak. Overall,
though, this narrative represents a satisfactory writing performance.
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Score Point 4
The narrative represents an accomplished writing performance.
Organization/Progression


The form or structure of the narrative is appropriate to the purpose and
responsive to the specific demands of the prompt. The writer uses
organizational strategies or literary devices that are particularly well suited to
the narrative task. The writer is able to skillfully convey the experience.



All details contribute to the effectiveness of the narrative. The writer focuses
on a specific personal experience and sustains that focus, strengthening the
unity and coherence of the narrative.



The writer’s narrative presentation is well controlled. Meaningful transitions
and strong sentence-to-sentence connections enhance the logical movement
of the narrative.

Development of Ideas


Specific, well-chosen details add substance to the narrative. These details
contribute significantly to the writer’s portrayal of the experience.



The narrative is thoughtful and engaging. The writer demonstrates a
thorough understanding of the writing task by establishing a realistic
situation and providing plausible motivations for behavior or actions. The
narrative conveys a good sense of why the experience was important to the
writer.

Use of Language/Conventions


The writer’s word choice is vivid and expressive. It reflects a keen awareness
of the narrative purpose. Effective word choice enables the writer to recreate
the experience in a way that conveys its importance.



Sentences are purposeful, varied, and well controlled, enhancing the
effectiveness of the narrative.



The writer demonstrates a consistent command of sentence boundaries and
age-appropriate spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage
conventions. Although minor errors may be evident, they do not detract from
the fluency or clarity of the writing. The overall strength of the conventions
contributes to the effectiveness of the narrative.
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Personal Narrative — 13

Score Point 4
In this accomplished writing performance, the writer sustains a narrow focus on the time he had to
order ice cream without being able to see the menu. Using strong sentence-to-sentence connections, the
writer controls the presentation of the story by carefully focusing on the most significant aspects of the
occasion, building anticipation as he inches his way through a long line for ice cream, only to find that
he must choose a flavor based on how the ice cream looks because his view of the menu is blocked. This
story line supports his opening statement (Menus are overrated), strengthening the unity and coherence
of the narrative and showing evidence of a deliberate plan. Varied, well-controlled sentences and strong
conventions enhance the effectiveness of the narrative.
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Personal Narrative — 14

Score Point 4
In this accomplished writing performance, the writer recounts the time he successfully
tried out for a more advanced baseball team. The writer uses an engaging introduction
to establish his personal connection to the sport and effectively transitions to his first
encounter with the new team during tryouts. In a display of skillful storytelling, the
writer introduces a sense of self-doubt early in the story and makes several references
to this self-doubt throughout the response. This strategy effectively builds anticipation
and results in a satisfying conclusion, when the writer finds out that he made the team.
Specific, well-chosen details about the tryouts as well as the writer’s inner reflections add
substance to the narrative, contributing significantly to the portrayal of the experience.
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Personal Narrative — 15

Score Point 4
In this engaging and well-controlled piece, the writer sustains a tight focus on the brief span of
time when she must decide whether to pull out a loose tooth. The writer effectively controls the
narrative presentation through the skillful use of both internal and external dialogue, conveying
her ambivalence about which choice to make. Every detail contributes to the effectiveness of the
narrative (e.g., the simile comparing the dangling tooth to a sloth) and adds significantly to the
writer’s portrayal of the experience. The writer’s precise word choice and varied sentence structure
further strengthen this response. These strengths reflect a thorough understanding of the narrative
task and result in an accomplished writing performance.
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Personal Narrative — 16

Score Point 4
In this accomplished writing performance, the writer recounts the day she encounters both a stray
cat and a stray dog and has to choose which one to keep. The writer uses strong sentence-to-sentence
connections to enhance the logical flow of the narrative as she describes finding the kitten, discovering
that a puppy had followed her home, deliberating about which choice to make, and finally deciding to
keep the kitten. Meaningful transitions and varied sentences result in a narrative that flows well from
one event to the next. Specific, well-chosen details about the walk home and her reasons for making
the choice add substance to the narrative and contribute significantly to the writer’s portrayal of the
experience. In addition, the expressive word choice and consistent command of conventions further
strengthen the response and reflect the writer’s ability to skillfully craft a good story.

